
MA SPRING RING 2022- Rehearsal Notes - Burke 
 

I can’t wait to spend time with all of you in April! For consistency, we will observe all the notes 
below from our Festival clinicians, and I’ve added a few extra reminders to make the most of our 
rehearsal time together. This group of pieces provides a lot of opportunity for musicality and 
movement, so remember that handbells are both aural AND visual. Let’s have some fun! 
  
MASSED: 
 
This Joyful Eastertide arr. Ron Mallory 
From Brian for Festival: 
Watch for the mallet patterns when they enter on pg. 3 and be ready for the 2/4 to 4/4 transitions 
that happen in this melody. Mark accidentals carefully (A6 on pg. 5/Db4/5 on ms 61 at a page 
turn) so they don’t sneak up on you. Rehearse ms. 75 -80 with differing rits at 79 so you’ll be 
ready for anything that comes your way! Finally, make sure you are prepared for the final RT so 
you don’t end up with the dreaded solo! 
Added notes from Diane for Spring Ring: 
Mallets, echoes, mart lifts, thumb damps, ring touches- oh my! We can bring the Joy to this piece 
by preparing for all techniques and noting the patterns. 
Note the first page-turn into a 2/4 measure and quarter note mallets (same in m. 32) 
Bb3/Bb4 ringers: In mm. 43-45 and 71-73, prepare for your mart lifts (I believe one should be 
added on beat 2 of m. 71 to match m. 43) 
mm. 59-64 LVs by measure in the battery- extend your arms for visual expression 
In m. 79, bring the word “rit.” on beat 3 (which is hidden way up in the treble clef where no one 
is playing) down to the bass where you can see it! 
This piece ends on a percussed technique, which means NO MOVING and watch me for the 
release please! 
 
Celebration on “Azmon” arr. Brian Childers 
From the arranger himself for Festival: 
Packed with bell techniques and syncopation, bell and tempo changes, this will be one of our 
biggest challenges for the Massed group. Ms. 47 we will honor the fermata on count 1 and ignore 
the fermata on count 4. Basses give attention to chromatic movement from 35-40 and eighth note 
mallet section from 57-60 (watch the key signature change just before!). 
Added notes from Diane for Spring Ring: 
Trebles- note the subito mp in m.5- keep the A6/7 shake soft! 
Opening marts in bass- ring bells close to the table prior to marts so these will be clean and 
together 
mm. 22-28 TDs- note the accents on beats 1, 2&, and 4 
m. 60- make sure you turn the page before or during the fermata so you are ready for the tempo 
change at m.61 
m. 69 ritard- make sure you can watch for the placement of beat 2, and the placement of the 
A3/A4s on beats 3 and 4 in m. 70 



TINS 
 
I’m Just a Poor Wayfaring Stranger arr. Tammy Waldrop 
From Brian for Festival: 
This is one of my all-time favorite Tammy Waldrop pieces. The basses start with a nice little 
groove that’s just plain fun. In addition, the bluegrass flavor Tammy has envisioned with the 
different techniques are really cool. Pay attention to these in the performance notes on the first 
page. You’ll want to watch out for the swings and echoes on pgs. 4-6. The markings are similar, 
but the techniques are different! Mark the softening dynamics on the last page and be ready to 
listen for blend across all of the bells. 
Added notes from Diane for Spring Ring: 
Here’s a perfect chance to move with the music! See if you can find a way to use your feet, 
knees, or hips to reinforce the “groove,” as Brian says above! 
Trebles- can you lift at m. 4 to be ready to TD at m. 5? I’d love to showcase just the bass line for 
the opening measures! 
Treble shakes mm. 21, 23, 25, 27- move them from low to high 
mm.37-51- many of these measures have 3 different techniques going on- gyro/echo/tower 
swing. Make sure you know which one you have, and remember that tower swings only go to the 
hip- no further back! 
Be ready for chimes in m. 53- note that these LVs last for 2 measures at a time 
Last note vibrato- keep this tight to distinguish the technique from the gyros in mm.88-90 
 
COPPERS 
Toccata on King’s Weston arr. Matthew Compton 
From Stephanie for Festival:  
This piece opens with an ostinato in the trebles that does not damp until m. 18. The melody that 
enters in m. 5 rings and damps normally. When the melody is in the chimes beginning at m. 18, 
think about ringing the chimes gently and legato. At m. 41, the melody in the treble bells should 
only be mf so that we hear both the bells and the chimes (melody in retrograde). Add a crescendo 
in m. 87, 89, and 91-94 and a decrescendo in 88 and 90. On the final page, bring out the accents 
in the malleted notes and memorize m. 111-112.  
Added notes from Diane for Spring Ring 
Take a deep breath- this is a marathon, not a sprint! 
Trebles- use the opening ostinato LV to make a visual statement: lots of arm extensions! Note 
the decrescendo in mm. 14-17 to bring us into the battery chime melody. 
In m. 36, strong quarter notes in battery and bass. 
Bass in mm. 37-40 LV, so again… extend those arms! 
In mm. 95-97, bring out accented battery line. 
Note the mart lifts in m. 100- think ahead so you are ready for these, and keep them low- they are 
fast! 
As Stephanie said- please memorize the last 2 measures so we can finish strong and together, and 
of course NO MOVING after the last note please! 


